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Abstract

Camouflaged object detection is one of the most chal-
lenging tasks in computer visual recognition field in that it is
hard to distinguish between camouflaged objects and back-
grounds with highly similar texture. Although it is a promis-
ing research topic with its usefulness such as in the military
and medical purpose, it has not been actively explored yet.
It has been focused on segmentation task and intricately de-
signed model to capture camouflaged objects so far. In this
paper, we propose much simpler approach for camouflaged
object detection and expand spectrum of task to detection
with bounding boxes. By experiments, we show that our
camouflaged image purification network contributes to im-
proving detector’s performance, e.g. mAP of SSD with pu-
rified images increases over 14%p than that with original
images. It can be utilized in plug-and-play style with other
models so that it can be applicable to any other networks.

1. Introduction
Computer visual recognition technology has reached be-

yond the level of human visual recognition these days. A
self-learning algorithm called deep learning allows com-
puters to recognize features in photos or videos more pre-
cisely and systematically than human. These achievements
are very encouraging from a historical perspective in which
computers came to be capable of replacing or supporting
the judgement of human through computer algorithm. How-
ever, despite the remarkable advances in ordinary computer
visual recognition, computer visual recognition for camou-
flaged object is far from human-level recognition. In partic-
ular, images collected in exploration mission, in surgery, or
in military operations are representative field that conven-
tional computer visual recognition algorithm has difficulty
in object detection and classification. The camouflaged ob-
ject has properties by which human visual attention could
be easily distracted by the surrounded environment. Thus,
to prevent the unforeseen risks from camouflaged object
in exploration and/or to alleviate the human visual load in
high intensive visual recognition task, computer algorithm

Figure 1. We aim to process camouflaged object images so that
detectors can capture objects better than original ones. We gener-
ate corresponding target image by simple per-channel mean sub-
traction from original image. To make camouflaged objects more
detectable, Neural Representation Purifier[12] is reinterpreted and
modified for our task.

to help for camouflaged object are needed to be explored.
The term “Camouflage” was originated from natural ani-

mal behavior to describe animals changing their appearance
in colors and shapes to hide themselves from natural ene-
mies, in modern times the same sense applies to artificial
camouflage properties created by human[10]. In general,
camouflaged objects means the objects that are difficult to
distinguish from background due to its similarity[5]. Con-
trast to salient objects, computer visual recognition models
for camouflaged objects are not easy to outperform due to
next three reasons. First, common computer visual recog-
nition algorithms are not easy to capture features of cam-
ouflaged objects due to the textural similarity between ob-
ject and background. Because the boundary between the
background and objects is often unclear and parts of ob-
jects are even hidden in the background. Second, to obtain
high-definition image of camouflage objects is highly diffi-
cult because the amount of data for training computer visual
algorithms is insufficient compared to salient objects. Third,
judgment of the level of camouflage is highly subjective and
thus it is confusing to form accurate labeling for image clas-
sification. Fan et al[5] stated that the average labelling took
1-hour per single image classification to produce COD10K
data. Because of these difficulties, computer visual recog-
nition algorithm for camouflaged object requires additional
process to increase model performance.

To increase camouflage objects detection performance
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in model, it is necessary to acknowledge that the image
features which play an important role in detecting salient
objects are no longer helpful in detecting camouflaged ob-
jects and the model even need to break away from the el-
ements that salient object attract observers’ attention[20].
According to sensory biologists, the principle of natural an-
imal camouflage works in a way that deceiving the visual
perception of the observer[18]. In addition, it should also
be recognized that most CNN-based image recognition net-
works operate in a form that mimics the signal system of
the human brain, so that CNN-based object recognition net-
works could also be deceived, just as the human brain is de-
ceived by camouflaged objects[1]. For example, colorblind
patients tend to perceive camouflage objects better than or-
dinary people because they are less dependent on colors and
texture, shape to recognize objects whereas they are more
trained to focus on overall biological features. Furthermore,
the efficacy of camouflage pattern of animal increases as
the pattern locate closer to object boundary and have higher
contrast[4]. Therefore, to detect camouflage objects well,
model developing strategies based on a deep understanding
of natural animal camouflage function are needed.

Based on these backgrounds and motive for research, our
goal is to develop improved computer visual recognition
model for camouflage objects in terms of object detection
algorithm rather than segmentation algorithm. Given the
fact that camouflaged patterns that distinguish the bound-
aries between camouflaged objects and backgrounds are
highly dependent on the camouflage strategies of living an-
imal, we hypothesized that the structural properties of cam-
ouflaged pattern can be a discriminative feature to distin-
guish objects from background. It is assumed that by learn-
ing the specific characteristics of the camouflage pattern,
camouflaged objects can be processed with bounding box
at instance level. Consequently, through this work, we seek
to explore the image processing model which change the
style of image towards more detectable fashion. Our main
contributions are:

• Task generalizability: We follow overall architectural
style of [12] with appropriate modifications depending
on characteristic of our task. Sharing the similar pur-
pose for input image processing, our proposed network
can be added before any model.

• Separation loss: We propose additional loss for bet-
ter purification quality for camouflaged object images.
With minimizing KL-divergence of foregrounds and
backgrounds between purified images and target im-
ages respectively, we can achieve higher detection ac-
curacy.

• Novel try for camouflaged object detection: Regard-
ing camouflaged object images, it has been mainly fo-
cused on segmentation task so far. We try to expand
camouflaged object detection task from segmentation

to detection task with bounding boxes. Furthermore,
we focus on image itself so that our proposed network
can be applicable in wide spectrum of task.

2. Related Work
2.1. Camouflaged object detection

Camouflaged object detection (COD) has been known as
a fairly challenging task. Camouflaged objects and its sur-
roundings have very similar textures. For that reason, deep
learning algorithms for generic object detection[15, 7, 3, 2,
13, 16, 21] and salient object detection[22, 23] do not per-
form well.

With the development of computer vision and deep
learning, various attempts have been made for camouflaged
object detection. Among them, Fan et al[5] collected the
first large scale dataset for COD and proposed an algo-
rithm called SINet using a search and identification mod-
ule to capture camouflaged objects. Ren et al[14] pro-
posed TANet, which increases the texture difference be-
tween camouflaged objects and the background by using the
affinity function and improves the segmentation quality by
boundary-consistency loss.

While both actually dealt with segmentation task, we fo-
cus on the existing object detection task that detects objects
with bounding boxes. Our study is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the first attempt to perform detection task with bound-
ing boxes on COD10K dataset.

2.2. Generative adversarial network

We aim to make camouflaged objects in an image more
detectable before being sent to model. It can be seen as a
image-to-image translation task because we want to change
the style of an object from camouflage to normal. With
this intuition, we apply GAN[6] framework for our task.
GAN[6] refers to adversarial frameworks in which genera-
tor and discriminator can be trained in unsupervised ways
by competing against each other. GAN[6] is commonly
used to generate new image samples due to its capability
to produce realistic results. Therefore, it is free for data
scarcity or arduous image labeling tasks. Furthermore, with
conditional adjustment it could also be used as a domain
adaptation technique for mapping training images of source
domain to target domain. [12] proposed a Neural Repre-
sentation Purifier network that obtains normal images from
contaminated images by competitively training generator to
remove impurities induced by the self-supervised perturba-
tion. Similarly, using GAN framework we tried to train gen-
erator to distinguish objects from the background.

3. Methodology
Our main goal is to process an input image so that the

image with camouflaged objects used as an input can be
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram for CAM-image purifier network training. Based on Neural Representation Purifier Network[12], we slightly
modify the setting and loss functions according to our camouflaged object image purification task. For enhancing purification quality, we
add separation loss term for better discrimination foreground and background.

captured well in tasks such as detection and classification.
In our proposed algorithm, using the GAN framework, an
original image is purified by referring to target image that
has been processed to make foreground objects more promi-
nent. Overall, we follow the architecture of the Neural Rep-
resentation Purifier proposed by [12] (see Fig. 2).

Our basic intuition behind this processing is that if the
area corresponding to the object in camouflaged image is
well distinguished from the background, the detector will
be able to localize well. So, using ground-truth masks of
original images, we created target images by subtracting the
mean value of each RGB channel for the background area.
As a result, we were able to obtain a target image in which
the camouflaged object and the texture of the background
are clearly distinguished, and we used those target images
as references for original images (see Fig. 3). Since the pu-
rification network is an operation that transforms the input
image, it can be used as a input processor regardless of the
following model. We modified the setting according to the
goal of our task. While [12] purifies adversarial examples
generated from its original ones, we put the original image
in the position of adversarial example of the framework and
the mean-subtracted target image in the original image. In

addition, we modified the loss as well and also changed the
structure of the purifier network due to resource problems
and task differences. Its ablation study can be found in sec-
tion 4.

3.1. Architecture

Overall, we constructed the network according to the
NRP architecture proposed by [12], and it is largely com-
posed of a purifier, a critic, and a feature extractor.
Purifier: A purifier network that makes the object of the
original input image well-marked can be said to play the
role of a generator of the GAN framework[6]. We followed
the style of the generator proposed by [12], and filter size,
number of blocks, etc. were adjusted due to shortage of
GPU memory. In addition to such a DenseNet[9]-based
structure, we explored a lighter ResNet[8]-based structure
and a SINet[5] structure designed for a camouflaged object
segmentation task, but DenseNet[9]-based purifier showed
the best performance. A related ablation study can be found
in section 4.3.
Critic: We also reproduced a critic structure based on the
network of [12]. The pretrained VGG16 network[17] with
batch normalization layers is used. We attached a fully con-
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Figure 3. Foreground-only and background-only image are gen-
erated using GT mask. Pixel values are converted to probability
distribution by channel through softmax function.

nected layer as a classifier.
Feature Extractor: Similar to the Critic network, a pre-
trained VGG16 network but without batch normalization
layers is used. During training, We fixed the feature extrac-
tor. [12] showed that minimizing the distance between fea-
tures from this feature extractor has positive effect on pu-
rification.

3.2. Loss Functions

We design the hybrid loss function proposed by [12] to
be more suitable for the camouflaged object image purifi-
cation task by adding separation loss. As a result, our loss
function consists of four loss terms at total, and each term
is as follows.
Adversarial loss: As suggested by [12], we used relativis-
tic average GAN loss for better loss convergence. The ad-
versarial loss is given as:

Ladv = − log
(
σ
(
C(P(x))− C(x′)

) )
. (1)

Pixel loss: A loss term is added to compare the target and
purified image in pixel space so that purification occurs in
a direction similar to the target image style. An L2 loss was
used in [12], but we compared L1, L2, and SSIM loss[19].
The L2 loss is found empirically to be the most appropriate
through experiments. A detailed comparison can be found
in Table 1. The pixel loss term is as follows:

Lpix = ‖P(x)− x′‖2. (2)

Feature loss: The network is trained by narrowing
the distance between features from the fixed pretrained
VGG16[17]. Mean Absolute Error is used as a metric. The

distance is as follows:

Lfeat = ∆
(
F(x′),F(P(x))

)
, (3)

where ∆ is distance metric, MAE in our case.
Separation loss: A separation loss is added to fur-
ther enhance purification toward the target image style.
Foreground-only and background-only images are gener-
ated from purified and target images respectively by us-
ing GT mask. And we minimize Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence of foreground and background RGB channel values
between purified and target images respectively. As shown
in Fig. 3, RGB channel values are represented as a proba-
bility distribution through softmax function so that we can
use KL-divergence loss. We show that separation loss en-
hances image processing in the direction of improving de-
tection task performance. The corresponding loss term is as
follows:

Lsep = DKL(P(x)fg‖x′fg) +DKL(P(x)bg‖x′bg), (4)

and total loss terms are:

Ltotal = α · Ladv + β · Lpix + γ · Lfeat + λ · Lsep. (5)

4. Experiments
4.1. Training Settings

Training for purifier network is done on COD10K
dataset[5]. We follow overall training protocols of [12].
The images are resized to 480 × 480 × 3, and the cor-
responding target images are generated by subtracting
background pixels’ mean value of each RGB channel.
Batch size is set to 8 and two TITAN RTX GPUs are
used for training. We use Adam optimizer with learning
rate 10−4 and hyper-parameters for loss, α = 5 × 10−3,
β = 1 × 10−2, γ = 1 and λ = 0.5. We study two
representative detection models, SSD[11] from one-stage
models and Faster R-CNN[15] from two-stage models.
Default versions of two detectors without our network were
used as our baselines. We followed default training settings
for both of them.1

4.2. Results

First of all, we trained vanilla SSD[11] and Faster
R-CNN[15] with default training protocol as mentioned
above. Original images were used as input, but resized to
480 × 480 × 3 for fair comparison with purified images.
Because of memory issue, our purifier network should re-
turn images with fixed size as output, 480 × 480 × 3.

1We followed the training setting of github and webpage referenced.
SSD: https://github.com/amdegroot/ssd.pytorch
Faster R-CNN: https : / / pytorch . org / tutorials /
intermediate/torchvision_tutorial.html
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Detector Input 1-class 5-class

SSD[11]

Original 0.037 0.012
Target 0.077 0.043

Purified (ResNet)
with L1 Loss[8] 0.086 0.007

Purified (ResNet)
with L2 Loss[8] 0.209 0.003

Purified (ResNet)
with SSIM Loss[8, 19] 0.182 0.002

Purified (DenseNet)
with L1 Loss[9] 0.019 0.008

Purified (DenseNet)
with L2 Loss[9] 0.280 0.001

Purified (DenseNet)
with SSIM Loss[9, 19] 0.051 0.007

Purified (SINet)
with L1 Loss[5] 0.068 0.034

Purified (SINet)
with L2 Loss[5] 0.053 0.027

Purified (SINet)
with SSIM Loss[5, 19] 0.127 0.042

Faster R-CNN[15]

Original 0.044 0.015
Target 0.480 0.096

Purified (ResNet)
with L1 Loss[8] 0.042 0.016

Purified (ResNet)
with L2 Loss[8] 0.022 0.001

Purified (ResNet)
with SSIM Loss[8, 19] 0.025 0.014

Purified (DenseNet)
with L1 Loss[9] 0.026 0.005

Purified (DenseNet)
with L2 Loss[9] 0.028 0.003

Purified (DenseNet)
with SSIM Loss[9, 19] 0.049 0.009

Purified (SINet)
with L1 Loss[5] 0.028 0.011

Purified (SINet)
with L2 Loss[5] 0.066 0.009

Purified (SINet)
with SSIM Loss[5, 19] 0.025 0.001

Table 1. Quantitative results (mAP) on different number of classes,
purifier architectures and pixel losses. n-class means the number of
classes to be classified by the detector.

And we suppose that the performance with mean-subtracted
target images could be higher bound of our purifier net-
work performance because we use mean-subtracted image
as a reference for processing original image to be well de-
tected in models. With purified images, we explore three
architectures[9, 8, 5] for purifier network and three loss
functions for pixel loss.

Table 1. shows the quantitative results of combinations.
In case of 1-class detection task, Purified images enhance
increasing accuracy of detector in case of SSD[11], show-
ing even much higher mAP than mean-subtracted target
images. However, Faster R-CNN model[15] shows much
greater difference in mAP between original images and tar-
get images compared to SSD[11]. Furthermore, there are

Figure 4. Visualization of 1-class detection results of three differ-
ent purifiers with L2 pixel loss. While camouflaged objects be-
come more salient with SINet-based purifier from human’s per-
spective, DenseNet-based purifier captures objects most accu-
rately.

not salient enhancing in detection performance with puri-
fied images. We conjecture that it comes from the architec-
tural difference between two models in localizing and clas-
sifying objects.

For 5-class detection task, we can see performance im-
provement of SSD[11] as well when trained with purified
images from SINet-based[5] purifier. We conjecture that
poor increasing of mAP in 5-class detection compared to
1-class results from difficulty of classification for camou-
flaged objects.

Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4. We compare 1-
class detection results of SSD[11] with three different pu-
rified images from ResNet-based[8], DenseNet-based[9],
SINet-based[5] purifier with L2 pixel loss. As the most
performance-boosting purifier, the results with purified im-
ages from DenseNet-based[9] purifier show the most accu-
rate and tightest bounding box. Interestingly, purified im-
ages from SINet-based[5] purifier seem well-distinguished
between objects and background from human perspective,
but result in the lowest mAP among three sets of images
from different purifiers.
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Figure 5. Visualization of feature maps from three different im-
ages, original image, purified image without separation loss and
purified image with separation loss (from top to bottom).

4.3. Ablation Study

We could produce purified images which result in higher
mAP in detection with two representative models when
trained with separation loss. Therefore, we add separation
loss into our loss terms for training purifier. Here we ex-
plore why those images trained with additional separation
loss result in better detection performance.

We visualize feature maps of original images, purified
images from network trained without separation loss and
those with separation loss respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.
Compared to feature maps from original images, purified
ones capture more salient shape of objects and the feature
map with separation loss can make more clear contour of
objects than the one without separation loss. Interestingly,
we can see that the feature map with separation loss at the
third column seems to have information related to back-
grounds. We conjecture that the separation loss gives de-
tector an extra signal to learn foregrounds and backgrounds
discriminatively.

5. Conclusion
We propose a camouflage purification network based

on Neural Representation Purifier[12]. Compared to other
studies, our proposed network focuses on input process-
ing stage which is more generalizable approach than exist-
ing networks with highly complicated design. It exhibits an
applicability as a performance booster with better perfor-
mance when used for processing input images prior to de-
tection models. Exploration of camouflaged object images’
own characteristic from perspectives of features and image
itself can be an interesting future research.
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